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Pairing

Answer

Streamer Pro Streamer

using the connectline phone adapter

The phone solution supports both incoming and outgoing phone calls. During a phone 
call the hearing instruments are used as headsets and the microphone on body worn 
Streamer enables hands free operation.

First, make sure that the phone adapter is correctly installed as described in the  
installation guide. This guide explains how the Streamer is used for phone conversations.

To use the phone adapter, the Streamer and phone adapter must be wirelessly connected 
to each other. This connection is established automatically when the Streamer and 
phone adapter is paired and in range, see Range (page 13). The phone adapter is connected 
to the Streamer when the power indicator  on the phone adapter is steady blue.

streamer Pro versus streamer

The below drawing shows the main differences between the Streamer and the new 
Streamer Pro. For more information please refer to: www.oticon.com/connectline
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Incoming calls 

How to answer and end a call
Make sure that you are able to speak into the Streamer’s microphone inlet.

When your landline home phone rings, you will hear an incoming call alert in your hearing 
instruments. The phone indicator on the phone adapter will blink green and at the same 
time the phone button on the Streamer and the status indicator will blink green.

Press the phone button on the Streamer shortly (A) to answer the call. You will hear a 
small confirmation beep in your hearing instruments. The phone button and status  
indicator on the Streamer and the phone indicator on the phone adapter will now be 
steady green. 

To end the call, simply press the phone button on the Streamer shortly and the green 
phone button on the Streamer turns off.

Microphone

A
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Receiving a call
Streamer Pro
top status

Streamer Pro
front

Phone 
adapter

Description

Streamer and phone adapter connected

Phone ringing: Phone indicator and Streamer 
Pro top status blinks green. You will hear an 
incoming call indicator in your instruments.

When the call is connected, you wil hear a beep  
acknowledging that the call is answered – you 
are now able to listen and talk to the other 
party.

 Steady   Blinking
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outgoing call

How to make a call
Make sure that you are able to speak into the Streamer’s microphone inlet.

1. To make a call press the Streamer’s phone button shortly (A). The hook is now off  
and you will hear a dial tone in the hearing instruments. The phone button on the 
Streamer and phone indicator on the phone adaptor will turn steady green.

2. Pick up the handset on your landline home phone (or press Call on the portable phone)
and dial the phone number (B) as you normally do to make a call. 

3. After a short while  you will hear the call tone in your hearing instruments indicating 
that the call is now connected through your Streamer and hearing instruments.

You can now put the handset back on (or press “end call” on the portable phone).

To end the call, simply press the phone button on the Streamer shortly.

* Note: Make sure to put the handset correctly back on the phone – otherwise the phone line will block for incoming calls.

Microphone

A

B
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Making a call
Streamer Pro
top status

Streamer Pro
front

Phone 
adapter

Description

Streamer and phone adapter is connected

Press the Streamer’s phone button shortly  
and you will hear a dial tone in the hearing 
instruments (1)

 Steady   Blinking

Additional information

Turn off the phone adapter
If you don’t want to receive phone calls to your Streamer, turn off the phone adapter by 
disconnecting power. For normal use, the phone adapter uses very little power so it is not 
necessary to turn it off. 

Range
The phone adapter has a range of up to about 30 meters (to the Streamer Pro),  
depending on furniture’s and walls. Within this range you can make hands free phone 
conversations with good sound quality (i.e. without “crackle” sound).

Normally you will be able to hear the incoming call alert in the hearing instruments at  
a distance, of up to 30-40 meters, but then you have to walk closer to the phone adapter 
to hear the phone partner’s voice clearly. This can be usefull when working in  
the garden etc.
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Volume control
Use the volume button on the Streamer to adjust the phone volume level in the hearing 
instruments. Adjust the volume by pressing up or down shortly. Repeat the short press to 
do further adjustments.

The phone volume level set by the Streamer is memorized. That means next time a 
phone call is made, the memorized volume level will be applied. 

Hear only the phone sound
At first time use of the phone solution, the hearing instrument microphones are default 
turned on.

The hearing instrument microphones can be muted allowing you to better hear the 
phone conversation. Press the volume up AND down for 1 second simultaneously 
(Streamer Pro) or either up OR down for two seconds (Streamer).

Pressing the volume button for 2 seconds (Streamer) or volume up or down  
shortly (Streamer Pro) during the conversation, re-activates the hearing instrument 
microphones.

For detailed user instructions on the Streamer, please refer to the Streamer manual.

For further support or tips you can check the ConnectLine information 
on www.oticon.com/phone 


